


I was born in 1992, my blood is both Sicilian and Cosmopolitan.

At age 19, I self-taught how to professionally play the double

bass and the electric bass. These instruments have soon

become the natural extension of my hands. I specialise in

American roots and rockabilly music. In 2022, for my 30th

birthday, I record my first solo album: "Where I belong". 

And this is my story. 





Dale Watson live at Summer Jamboree
[Italy]

Deke Dickerson live at Custom Party
[Italy]

Slim Jim Phantom & Violetta Zironi live
 at Summer Jamboree [Italy]

Bill Kirchen live at Good Rockin' Tonight
[France]

James Intveld at Rockabilly Deluxe 
[Luxembourg]

Django Festival Portugal, Lisbon, 
[Portugal]







In 2022 I record my first solo album: 'Where I Belong', a project entirely

dedicated to Nashville, the home of country music, the capital of Tennessee,

a musical epicentre in all respects: country, blues, jazz, indie, pop, hip hop,

which is home to the Black Keys, Jack White of the White Stripes, Keith

Urban, Billy Gibbons, Sheryl Crow, Steven Tyler and Dave Mustaine. 

The album is conceptually divided in two sides - like a 33rpm record would

be - it features a first pop-oriented selection that slowly fades into a more

acoustic identity. Recorded on tape with 50s era RCA microphones at        

 R.etro Recording Service Studio in Milan (Italy), "Where I Belong" is a         

 12-track record that shows my songwriting, composition and arrangement

skills in addition to singing and playing the Upright Bass, the Electric Bass

and the Guitars.

"Where I Belong" will be released by Trulletto Records on May 9, 2022.

 





When you start playing an instrument, you don't

choose the music you play: instead it is the music

that chooses you. 

I was inspired by classic Hollywood films while

also reading Steinbeck's books and dreaming of

the Appalachian Mountains or the endless plains

of Texas. This is how I first approached American

music. And it is from Rockabilly, that genre with

its roots in Blues, Country and Jazz, that my

journey began. 

I have been searching for the most authentic

double bass sound, as this is the core instrument

of the genre. I have been obsessively searching for

the right material for the strings and for the most

meticulous setting of the instrument as well as for

the least invasive amplification systems, in order to

make the sound recognisable and to honour the

tradition of the first New Orleans jazz bands. 

I have thus specialised in the slap technique, which

is fundamental to many genres of American Roots

Music, and over the years I have become one of the

most sought-after double bass players in this genre

in Europe. 



With my main band, the "Don Diego Trio" I played over  200

concerts a year. At the same time, I have also backed famous

American artists such as Slim Jim Phantom of the "Stray

Cats", James Intveld, Dale Watson, Bill Kirchen, Deke

Dickerson at the most renowned international festivals such

as Good Rockin' Tonight (France), Walldorf Weekender

(Germany), V8 Brothers (Belgium) and the Italian Summer

Jamboree, Custom Party and Summer Vintage.

Then I landed where it all began: in the United States.

In 2017 with the "Don Diego Trio" we are the first non-

American artists in history to be nominated for                 

 Best Rockabilly Band at the Ameripolitan Awards. Our

adventure became a documentary 'Greetings from Austin'

directed by Vittorio Bongiorno and distributed by Sky Arts.

                                                                         Luca Chiappara





Listen to the Album!

https://lucachiappara.com/press/
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